HOW TO CONTROL THE ENVIRONMENT

DUST STORMS - CLIMATE CHANGES EVEN TORNADOS, HURRICANES AND EVEN EARTH QUAKES ARE ALL CONTROLLABLE VIA CONSCIOUSNESS. THE DARK DUDES THAT RUN THIS PLANET HAVE PREVENTED US FROM REALIZING OUR ABILITIES IN THAT REGARD VIA A SYSTEM OF LOOSH PRODUCTION (LOOSH IS SEPARATION ENERGY - FEAR, GREED, ARROGANCE ETC). THE GOV'Ts JOB IS TO CREATE LOOSH. THERE ARE UNDER A MILLION SATAN WORSHIPERS THAT RUN THIS PLANET AS PER GOD'S WILL TO CREATE A NEW BEING THAT WILL LEAD THE UNIVERSE INTO NEW IDEAS OF LOVE, FUN AND JOY. SO, THE DARK DUDES REIN IS COMING TO AN END, THEY DON'T LIKE IT, OBVIOUSLY.

THE 1000 YEARS OF PEACE IS COMING. DURING WHICH TIME THE UTILIZATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS EXPANDING TECHNOLOGY WILL BE THE NORM. DUE TO THE LOOSH IN THE AETHERS, WHICH LITERALLY OVER LAYS THE AETHERS IT IS NECESSARY TO USE THESE DIVINE TECHNOLOGIES.

THE ROOT NATURE OF THE AETHERS IS LOVE - GOD IS LOVE - AS IT IS WRITTEN IN ALL OF THE SCRIPTURES. AND LOVE CONQUERS ALL - IT IS THE MOST POWERFUL FORCE.

THE DARK SIDE'S MANIPULATION OF OUR CONSCIOUSNESS - THE SYSTEMS THEY HAVE IN PLACE TO DO THAT ARE SIMPLY AMAZING. IT ALL STARTED A LONG LONG TIME AGO WITH THE ADVENT OR PREDATORS AS MANDATED BY GOD HERSELF.

SUFFICE TO SAY THAT AT THIS POINT THE SYSTEM IS SET UP FOR US TO REINCARNATE WITH LOOSH PRODUCING KARMA THAT IS STORED IN OUR GENES - CANCER AND BALDNESS ARE TWO EXAMPLES.

RIGHT NOW WE ARE HEADED INTO UNKNOWN ASPECTS OF THE PLANET'S DESTINY. THE DARK DUDES HAD THE ABILITY TO SEE AND TRAVEL INTO THE
FUTURE WHICH IS HOW THEY'VE BEEN ABLE TO MANIPULATE US. BUT, THEIR ACCESS TO THOSE TECHNOLOGIES DOES NOT EXTEND PAST DEC 2012 - IT IS ALL JUST WHITE LIGHT PAST THAT DATE.

THE INDIGENOUS SHAMANS, SHARE THEIR ANCIENT EXPERIENCES OF SIMILAR TIMES (THEY REMEMBER THEIR PAST LIVES) AND THE WONDERFULLY LOVING ANCIENT ONES (MORE THAN A FEW OVER A 1000 YEARS OLD) THAT LIVE IN THE MOUNTAINS OF TIBET, CHINA, BURMA, COLUMBIA (DRUNVALO MELCHIZADEK VISITS AND REPORTS) ALL ADVISE THAT A WONDERFUL WONDERFUL TIME IS APPROACHING QUITE QUICKLY.

SO, DO WE JUST SIT, WAIT AND PRAY? OR ARE WE THE STEWARDS OF THIS PLANET VS THE DESTROYERS? IF WE ACCEPT BEING GOOD SHEPHERDS - THEN METAPHYSICALLY, WE HAVE TO CO-CREATE WITH GOD, WHICH MUST BE DONE WITH SIGNIFICANT EFFORT I.E. CREATING A SONG SHEET / AN IMAGE OF LOVE AND JOY. AND ACTUALLY DOING IT AS THE DOLPHIS DO. EN MASSE. TOGETHER

DUE TO THE LOOSH IN THE AETHERS AND THE PRE-DETERMINED NATURE OF THIS 3-D REALM CHANGING THE ORDER OF THINGS REQUIRES A CONTINUOUS GROUP EFFORT, WHICH CAN BE AUGMENTED BY TECHNOLOGY.

THE MAHRISHI HAS PROVEN THAT VIA TM ONE CAN CHANGE THE CRIME RATE IN ANY CITY - SIGNIFICANTLY. BUT, WHEN THE MEDITATORS STOP THEIR EFFORT AND LEAVE - THE CRIME RATE GOES BACK.

IT IS WELL PROVEN THAT ORGONE ENERGY DEVICES CAN BE USED TO CHANGE THE WEATHER. DITTO SPURLING DEVICES. IF ONE CHARGES THESE DEVICES REGULARLY - ONCE A WEEK IS SUFFICIENT - THEN THE INTENTION SO PROGRAMED REMAINS AND IS BROADCAST THROUGHOUT THE AETHERS.

DR. EMOTO HAS PROVEN THAT A FEW DROPS OF DIVINE WATER WILL CHANGE AN ENTIRE LAKE - EVEN JUST A PRAYER BY A DIVINE BEING WILL DO THE SAME. BUT, THEY DON'T STAY THAT WAY. DUE TO THE LOOSH IN THE AETHERS - A CONTINUOUS EFFORT IS REQUIRED.
IT IS POSSIBLE TO GROW CROPS IN THE DESERT, IN A MINE SHAFT, IN A GRAVEL PIT, ON A GRAVEL SPIT JUTTING OUT INTO THE NORTH SEA ON THE NORTH COAST OR SCOTLAND WITH THE HELP OF THE DIVAs – ALA FINDHORN GARDEN. LOVE AND LIFE ARE THE SAME.

WHEN ONE GETS ENOUGH ORGONE ENERGY GOING IN AN AREA, IT IS POSSIBLE TO SEE AND COMMUNICATE WITH THE DEVAs AND OTHER DISINCARNATE ENTITIES. AT THAT POINT ONE IS ALSO HAVING AN EFFECT ON THE EARTH'S MAGMA - CRYSTALIZING IT WITH LOVE = NO MORE EARTH QUAKES. NO TORNADOS, NO HURRICANES. NONE, ZERO.

IT IS LIKE YODA SAYS, "TRY, TRY, THERE IS NO TRY. THERE IS EITHER DO OR NOT DO."

LOVE AND BLESSINGS,